







This paper develops a simple North-South trade and growth model characterized by the
 
South with both manufacturing sector and surplus labor. Using the model,I show that
 
the North’s growth always decreases both total demand for labor and output of manufac-
tures in the South,and that even the South’s capital accumulation decreases them under
 
certain conditions. Furthermore, it is also shown that, in the long run, the South’s
 
growth rate of capital stock converges to zero while the North’s converges to an
 
exogenous constant growth rate of the North’s labor. Thus, the North’s growth is a
 




Findlay’s (1980)pioneering two-region, the North and the South, trade and growth model is
 
characterized by(i)the South’s lack of industrial capability to produce capital good(manufac-
tures)and (ii)Lewis’(1954)“unlimited supply of labor”at a fixed real wage in the South.?
Using the model, Findlay showed that in the long-run the growth rate of the South’s labor
 
demand and output can converge to the North’s growth rate,which is equal to an exogenously
 
given population growth rate. Thus he concluded that,if the South’s long-run growth rate of
 
labor demand,which is equal to the North’s rate of population growth,exceeds the South’s rate
 
of population growth,the unlimited supplies of labor must become exhausted and the real wage
 
will eventually rise. On the other hand, Quibria (1986) and Sansarricq (1991), taking into
 
account the fact that many Least Developed Countries(LDCs)now have large industrial bases
 
by the vigorous policies of import-substitution,abandoned the above(i):the South also produces
 
manufactures,which can be either consumed or invested.? Furthermore,they also abandoned
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?For many North-South trade and growth models with these properties,see,for instance,the survey papers by Findlay
(1984)and Ocampo (1986).
?In Findlay(1980),the South produces primary products only while the North produces manufactures only.In Quibria
(1986), both the North and the South produce manufactures only. In Sansarricq (1991), the South produces primary
 
products and manufactures while the North produces manufactures only.
the above(ii):labor force in the South is fully employed and grows at the same given rate as
 
in the North,and the wage is endogenously determined. However,no answer has been given
 
in the literature,including Quibria (1986)and Sansarricq (1991),to a simple and fundamental
 
question,as far as I know. Namely,does Southern industrialization under North-South trade
 
ensure the growth of employment in the South to dissolve surplus labor, like resulted from
“population explosion”observed still in many LDCs?
To answer the question,this paper considers an intermediate setting between Findlay’s and
 
Quibria-Sansarricq’s:although the South produces both primary products and manufactures,
there still exists unlimited supply of labor in the South. Namely the above(i)is abandoned,but
(ii)is not.? Using this setting, I show that the North’s growth always decreases both total
 
demand for labor and output of manufactures in the South,and that even the South’s capital
 
accumulation decreases them under certain conditions. Thus,Southern industrialization under
 
North-South trade does not always ensure dissolution of surplus labor in the South,so that the
 
transition from Findlay’s to Quibria-Sansarricq’s stage is not easy. Furthermore, it is also
 
shown that,in the long run,the South’s growth rate of capital stock converges to zero while
 
the North’s converges to an exogenous constant growth rate of the North’s labor. Hence,
under the framework in this paper,at least in the long run,the South’s catch-up of manufactur-
ing and dissolution of surplus labor will be hopeless even if the South’s capital accumulation has
 
the positive effects on them. Note that,since this paper does not assume increasing returns to
 
scale,the above results also imply that unevenness of development between the North and the
 
South can occur without increasing returns to scale due to external economies, unlike in
 
Krugman (1981).
The paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 presents a simple two-region,the North
 
and the South,trade and growth model. Section 3 examines the effects of the North’s growth
 
and the South’s capital accumulation on the South. Section 4 considers dynamic properties of
 
the model. Section 5 summarizes the paper.
2 The model
 
Consider a world economy consisting of two regions,the North and the South. The former
 
produces manufactures only while the latter produces manufactures and primary products.
Manufactures are produced by labor and capital(an accumulated stock of manufactures)while
 
primary products are produced by labor and land.? Both goods are traded without any barriers
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?The South in this paper corresponds to the two-sector underdeveloped economy with surplus labor of, for instance,
Lewis (1954)and Ranis and Fei (1961).
?In Findlay(1980),primary products are produced by labor and capital.In Sansarricq(1991),although primary products
 





such as transport costs or tariffs,while both capital, once invested,and labor are immobile
 
between the regions. To highlight the structural properties of the North-South trade and
 
growth, technological progress is neglected. (Some effects of technological progress on the
 





The South is composed of three social classes,workers,capitalists,and landlords,and produces
 
primary products (agricultural goods)F and manufactures M . Primary products,which are
 
used for consumption only,are produced by labor L?and land T . The latter is the sector
 
specific factor and its endowment is constant.? Manufactures,which are the system’s numer-
aire and can be either consumed or invested,are produced by labor L?and capital K composed
 
of manufactures. Capital is also the sector specific factor. Labor in the South is in perfectly
 
elastic supply from a hinterland at a fixed real wage in terms of primary products,w?:Lewis’
(1954)“unlimited supply of labor”at a fixed real wage. Following most North-South trade and
 
growth models,there is perfect competition,so that labor is hired up to the point at which its
 
marginal productivity in terms of primary products is equal to the fixed real wage. Thus,the
 
South’s supply side is regarded as a 2×3 specific-factors model,though the size of employed
 
labor is endogenously determined while the real wage is exogenously given.
The production function of F is a constant returns to scale neoclassical one:
F＝F?T ,L??. (1)
From the result of the profit maximization,we have
 
w?＝F???T ,L??. (2)
Thus,since w? and T are constant,both L?and F are also constant from (1)and (2):
L?＝L¯?＝constant,F＝F¯＝constant.
The production function of M is also a constant returns to scale neoclassical one:
M＝M?K,L??＝m?k?L?,m?k?≡M?k,1?,k≡K/L?.
From the results of the profit maximization,we have pw?＝m?k?－m′?k?k and r＝m′?k?,where
 
p is the relative price of primary products in terms of manufactures and r the rental price of
 
capital. From these equations,we have
 
dk/dp＝－w?/?m″k?＞0,dr/dp＝m″?dk/dp?＝－w?/k＜0. (3)
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?For the case that there is the land-augmenting technological progress in the primary products sector,see appendix.
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Thus a rise of the relative price of primary products causes a fall of the rental price of capital
 
and a rise of the capital/labor ratio. This can be easily understood:taking into account the
 
zero excess profit condition of manufactures,1＝c?r,pw??,where c???is the unit cost function
 
of manufactures,a rise of p must be offset by a fall of r since w? is constant. The rise of pw?
and the fall of r cause substitution from labor to capital.





Thus,a rise of the relative price of primary products always decreases both total demand for
 
labor and output of manufactures in the South. Note that in Findlay’s (1980) setting total
 
demand for labor in the South is constant as long as capital stock in the South is constant.
The above results can be understood by simple figure. In Figure 1,L?is measured from
 
the point O to right while L?from the point D to right. For the profit maximization,in the
 
primary products sector L?is determined to equalize the marginal product of labor,F??,with 
the real wage in terms of primary products, w?, while in the manufacturing sector L? is
 
determined to equalize the marginal product of labor in terms of primary products,M??/p,with 
w?. Thus, if K increases (decreases), the manufacturing marginal product curve of labor in
 
terms of primary products,M??/p,shifts upward(downward),for instance,from the curve b to 
c?a?,so that L?increases (decreases)from DB to DC?DA?,L from OB to OC?OA?,and M
 
increases (decreases). Similarly,if p rises (falls),the above curve shifts downward (upward),
for instance,from the curve b to a?c?,so that L?decreases (increases)from DB to DA?DC?,
L from OB to OA?OC?,and M decreases (increases).
Demand side
 
In the South,following most North-South trade and growth models including Findlay(1980),
Quibria (1986),and Sansarricq(1991),only capitalists save and reinvest a constant fraction1?
s＞0of their income rK,which implies a Kaleckian saving-investment function.? Thus, the
 
South’s total consumption demand function for primary products is given by
 
C＝C?p,I?,C?＞0＞C?,
where I≡p［F¯＋w?K/k?p?］＋?1－s?r?p?K is total consumption expenditure in the South,com-
posed of incomes (＝ consumption expenditures)of workers and landlords and consumption
 
expenditure of capitalists.?
?Krugman (1981)assumes,for both the North and the South,the similar(classical)saving-investment function with s＝
1.
?In Sansarricq (1991),workers do not consume primary products.
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Discussion of alternative setting
 
In the present model,primary products are produced by labor and land with constant endow-
ment,which may be plausible if primary products are,for instance,agricultural goods. Here,
it may be interesting to examine what happens if primary products are produced by labor and
 
capital as in Findlay (1980). Then, as in Findlay (1980), capital/labor ratio in the primary
 
products sector is constant. Hence,from the first order conditions for the profit maximiza-
tion,r/p＝constant,r＝m′?k?,and pw?＝m?k?－m′?k?k,we have constant k,r,and p. Thus,
both the relative price of primary products and the South’s rental price of capital are deter-
mined by the South’s supply side only. Furthermore,the growth rate of capital in the South
 
sr is also constant and independent of the North. Thus,most interactions between the North
 





I use the asterisk (?)to refer to the North. Following most North-South trade and growth
 
models,the North is a so-called neoclassical(Solow)economy and produces only manufactures.
Markets are perfectly competitive and are cleared instantaneously so that there is always full
 
employment of labor L?and capital K?. Unlike in the South,total labor is exogenously given.
The production function of manufactures,M??K?,L??,is a constant returns to scale neoclas-
sical one as in the South. Note that as long as both M?K,L??and M??K?, L??are the
 
standard neoclassical production functions,the analysis below holds whether they are identical
 
or not,namely the results in this paper never depend on technological gap between the regions.
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Figure 1:Total demand for labor in the South.
Demand side
 
The North’s total consumption demand function for primary products is also the same type of
 
one as in the South:
C?＝C??p,I??,C??＞0＞C?,
where I?≡?1－s??M??K?,L??is total consumption expenditure in the North and 1＞s?＞0is
 
a constant saving-investment rate out of total income in the North.
2.3 The static world equilibrium
 
By Walras’law,it is necessary and sufficient for world goods market equilibrium that one of
 
the two goods markets,for instance that for primary products,clears. The condition for world
 
market of primary products to clear is
 
X≡C＋C?－F¯＝0, (6)
where X is the world excess demand for primary products. Thus,X is a function of p,K,L?,
and K?:X＝X?p, K, L?, K??. Following Findlay (1980), I assume the static Walrasian
 
stability in the world market:?
Assumption 1(The Walrasian stability)X?＜0.?
On the other hand,
X?＝C?I?＞0,X?＝C??I?＞0,i＝ K?,L?. (7)




Given the Walrasian stability,the growth of either the North or the South causes a rise of the
 
relative price of primary products.
3 Comparative statics
 
3.1 The North’s growth and the South
 
Now we can show that an increase of the North’s total labor and capital stock always causes
 
a decrease of both total demand for labor and output of manufactures in the South:from (4),
(5),and (8),
?Findlay(1980)uses the Marshall-Lerner formula.
?For instance,if,for the South,C＝αI/p with 1＞α＞0as in Sansarricq (1991),then X?＜0is satisfied.
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?L/?i?????????＝L?p?＜0,i＝L?,K?,
?M/?i?????????＝M?p?＜0,i＝L?,K?.
These can be easily understood. The North’s growth,an increase of L?and K?,causes an
 
increase of output of manufactures and thereby total income in the North,so that the North’s
 
demand for primary products increases. Since output of primary products in the South is
 
constant,p rises under the Walrasian stability. Since the rise of p causes the downward shift
 
of the curve M??/p in Figure 1,L?decreases,so that both L≡L¯?＋L?and M also decrease.
Proposition 1(The effects of the North’s growth on the South)An increase of the North’s
 
total labor and capital stock always decreases both total demand for labor and output of
 
manufactures in the South.
Note that in Findlay’s(1980)setting the North’s growth never affects the South’s total demand
 
for labor as long as the South’s capital is given.
3.2 The South’s capital accumulation and the South
 
Does the South’s capital accumulation increase labor demand and output of manufactures in the
 
South?Since an increase of K under given p causes the upward shift of the curve M??/p in 
Figure 1,L?,L,and M increase. However,since the increase of K under given p causes an
 
increase of I,the South’s demand for primary products with constant output increases. Thus,
the relative price of primary products rises under the static Walrasian stability,and the curve
 
M??/p shifts downward,which has the negative effects on L?,L,and M . Are the net effects 
of the South’s capital accumulation on the South’s labor demand and output of manufactures
 
positive or negative?
To examine the net effects,define some elasticities. Define the elasticities of substitution
 
with respect toω≡pw?/r (factor-price ratio)and p in the manufacturing asη≡d ln k/d lnω
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 Denote the South’s excess demand for manufactures, the South’s imports, and the North’s
 
excess demand for primary products,the North’s imports,as Z and Z?respectively. Define
 
the price elasticities of the South’s imports and the North’s as∊≡d ln Z/d ln p and∊?≡－d
 
ln Z?/d ln p respectively. Since X＝－Z/p＋Z?and X＝0,using the elasticities,
X?＝－Z?/p＋Z/p?－∊?Z?/p＝Z?1－∊－∊??/p?. (11)
Define the elasticity of the South’s exports with respect to K as β≡－d ln?F¯－C?/d ln K
 
under constant p. Then
 
X?＝β?F¯－C?/K＝βZ/?pK?. (12)
Now we have the following results for the net effects of the South’s capital accumulation
 














































































Note that β＞0because of F¯－C＝C?＞0at the world equilibrium and C?I?＞0.
From (13)and (14),we have:
Proposition 2(The effects of the South’s capital accumulation on the South)
(i) An increase of the South’s capital stock causes a decrease of total demand for labor in the
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South if and only if βη/θ?＞∊＋∊?－1holds.(ii)An increase of the South’s capital stock causes
 
a decrease of output of manufactures in the South if and only if βη?1/θ?－1?＞∊＋∊?－1holds.
The South’s capital accumulation decreases both total demand for labor and output of
 
manufactures in the South ifβη?1/θ?－1?＞∊＋∊?－1. Thus,since1/θ?－1＞0,even under the
 
Walrasian stability ― the Marshall-Lerner condition ?X?＜0⇔∊＋∊?－1＞0?, the South’s
 
capital accumulation can decrease both total demand for labor and output of manufactures in
 
the South. Note that in Findlay’s (1980) setting an increase of the South’s capital always
 
causes an increase of the South’s labor demand.
4 Dynamics
 
Next consider dynamic properties of the present model. Assume that the North’s labor L?




is the time derivative of any
 
variable h.?? Further I assume:
Assumption 2(The relative price under high income)If income is sufficiently high,the relative
 
price of primary products to equalize demand for them with constant supply F¯ is sufficiently
 
high:for ∀K and ∀K?, lim?????p?K,L?,K??＝＋∞.??
Now the dynamics of the system is very simple. First, for the North, we have the
 








where k?≡K?/L?is capital/labor ratio in the North. Thus,k?is completely independent of
 
the South, and converges to unique k¯?, k?which satisfies s?m??k??/k?＝n.??(These are
 
common to most North-South trade and growth models.)Hence,in the long run,both K?and
 
L?continue to increase at the same constant rate n.
Second,the growth rate of K,sr,continues to fall from (3)and (8),and must converge to
 
zero in the long run,which is not obtained in other North-South trade and growth models.
Proof:Since,in the long run,both K?and L?continue to grow at the same constant rate n＞
0,K does not decrease,and?r［p?K,L?,K??］/?i＜0?i＝K,L?,K??,it is sufficient to show
 
that,for given K and K?,lim?????sr＝0. From Assumption 2,pw?＝M???1,1/k?,r＝m′?k?,and
??If there is labor-augmenting technological progress at a fixed rate in the North,L?and n represent“effective”labor
 
and its growth rate respectively.
??For instance,this condition is satisfied if, for the North,C?＝α?I?/p with 1＞α?＞0as in Sansarricq (1991). More
 
generally, if Northerners’consumption ratio of two goods, φ≡C?/?I?－pC??, is the function of only p as in the
 
homothetic preference map,and if both goods are always consumed,namelyφ＞0for∀p, the condition is satisfied
 
because,if,for∃K and∃K?,lim?????p?K,L?,K??＝p?＜＋∞,then lim?????C?＝lim?????φ?p?I?/［1＋p?φ?p?］＝＋∞,so 
that the world market of primary products under fixed supply does not clear,which is a contradiction to the definition
 
of p?K,L?,K??.
??From d?m?/k??/dk?＜0,k¯?is unique and dynamically stable,which is a well known property of the Solow-Swan model.
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 Inada conditions,for given K and K?,L?＝＋∞? p＝＋∞? k＝＋∞? r＝0. Q.E.D.
Of course,there is not the world steady state,defined as a situation in which all of K,K?,and
 
L?continue to grow at the same constant rate.
Thus,we have the following results.
Proposition 3(The long run growth rates)In the long run, the South’s growth rate of capital
 
stock converges to zero while the North’s converges to the exogenous constant growth rate of the
 
North’s labor.
From this proposition,in the long run,it may be allowed to neglect the effects of an increase
 
of K on the South. Then,from Proposition 1,we can immediately conclude that in the long
 
run both total demand for labor and output of manufactures in the South continue to decrease
(the curve M??/p in Figure 1 continues to shift downward).
5 Conclusion
 
Propositions 1-3 imply that,under North-South trade,even if the South has been industrialized,
catch-up of the South’s manufacturing and dissolution of the South’s surplus labor will not
 
always be easy. Even if the South’s capital accumulation has the positive effects on the
 
South’s total demand for labor and output of manufactures,it will be difficult that total effects
 
of the growth of both the North and the South on them are positive because an increase of labor
 
and capital in the North always continues to have negative effects on them and the South’s
 
capital growth rate itself continues to fall, and converges to zero in the long run. Thus,
Southern industrialization under North-South trade does not always ensure dissolution of
 
surplus labor in the South. The transition from Findlay’s to Quibria-Sansarricq’s stage will
 
not be easy.
In Findlay’s (1980)setting,the North’s growth is an engine of the South’s growth. In the
 
model presented here,however,the North’s growth is a brake on the South’s growth of capital,
labor demand,and manufacturing output. This crucial difference in main properties between
 
both models is derived from the following two fundamental assumptions. First,the South also
 
produces manufactures. Second,the South’s primary products are produced by labor and land
 
with fixed endowment,not capital,which seems to be plausible if primary products are,for
 
instance,agricultural goods. Once these possible assumptions are introduced into Findlay’s
 
setting,main results in his model are reversed.
Since,in my model,output of primary products is constant because of the fixed endowment
 
of land and no technological progress in the primary products sector,an increase of demand for
 
primary products due to growth of both the North and the South naturally raises the relative
 
price of primary products, so that total labor demand and the growth rate of capital in the
 
South decline. However,if there is the land-augmenting technological progress in the primary
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products sector and the rate of technological progress is equal to an exogenous constant growth
 
rate of the North’s labor,it can be easily shown that the steady state,in which all of L,K,M ,
F, L?,K?, and M?continue to grow at the same constant rate, uniquely exists and it is
 
dynamically stable,as long as the demand functions for primary products are homogeneous of
 
degree one in incomes as in Findlay(1980)and Sansarricq (1991).?? This may imply that the
 
technological progress in the primary products sector,not always the manufacturing sector,can
 
be effective for the South’s catch-up of manufacturing and dissolution of surplus labor.??
Appendix
 
In this appendix, I consider the effects of the land-augmenting technological progress in the
 
South’s primary products sector on the system. Now,T represents the effective land mea-
sured by unit of efficiency. Then,from (2),we have w?＝F???1,1/t?,where t≡T/L?,so that 
t＝t?＝constant and F＝F?1,1/t??T . Assume that T grows at a constant rate?,which implies
 









Further,assume that the demand functions for primary products are homogeneous of degree
 
one in consumption expenditures as in Findlay(1980)and Sansarricq (1991):
C＝C?p,1?I,C?＝C??p,1?I?.
Thus,the static world equilibrium condition (6)is rewritten as:
x＝C?p,1?｛pF?1,1/t??λ?＋［pw?/k＋?1－s?r］λ?｝＋C??p,1??1－s??m??k??
－F?1,1/t??λ?＝0, (15)
where x≡X/L?,λ?≡T/L?,λ?≡K/L?,k＝k?p?,and r＝r?p?. Hence,from Assumption 1 and


















??See,for instance,Hayami and Godo (2005,ch.3)and Hirano (2009,ch.3)for the importance of agricultural productivity
 
growth of LDCs in the early industrialization stage.
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 Consider the case of?＝n. Then,sinceλ?is constant,the dynamics can be represented by
(17)and (18)with respect to λ?and k?under givenλ?. Substituting k¯?,derived from k
.
?＝0,
into (17),and solving λ
.
?＝0forλ?,we have the steady state values ofλ?and k?,λ¯?and k¯?.













both the“trace”and the“determinant”conditions for local stability of the steady state are
 
satisfied. This situation can be represented by Figure 2,where the slope of the locus ofλ
.
?＝
0is negative from r′p??＜0and r′p??＜0,the locus of k
.
?＝0is vertical,and the point S is the
 











＝0?,all of L,K,M ,F,L?,K?,and M?continue to grow at the same constant rate
 
n.
Next consider the case of?＞?＜?n. Then,of course,there is not the above steady state.




2 continues to shift upward(downward)from r′p??＞0＞r′p??under given k?,while the locus of 
k
.
?＝0, independent of λ?, never shifts. Thus, in the long run, the world economy will be
 
situated below(above)the locus ofλ
.
?＝0since the locus continues to shift upward(downward),
while it will be situated also on the locus of k
.
?＝0. Hence,in the long run,K,L?,and F,will
 
continue to grow at higher (lower)rate than the long run growth rate of L?,K?,and M?,
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Figure 2:Dynamics and the steady state under g＝n.
namely n.(Of course,the analysis under n＞?＝0in the text is a special case of the case of n＞
?.)However, dynamic path of p (therefore ones of r,k,L?,L, and M)is not always clear
 
because if?＞?＜?n,in the long run,bothλ?andλ?will continue to increase(decrease)below
(above)the locus ofλ
.
?＝0shifting upward (downward), though p will continue to be below
(above)p which satisfies sr?p?＝n.
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